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One-dimensional dynamics of thed electrons in a8-NaV2O5
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We have studied the electronic properties of the ladder compounda8-NaV2O5, adopting a joint experimen-
tal and theoretical approach. The momentum-dependent loss function was measured using electron energy-loss
spectroscopy in transmission. The optical conductivity derived from the loss function by a Kramers-Kronig
analysis agrees well with our results from local spin density approximation~LSDA! 1U band-structure cal-
culations upon application of an antiferromagnetic alignment of the V 3dxy spins along the legs and an on-site
Coulomb interactionU between 2 and 3 eV. The decomposition of the calculated optical conductivity into
contributions from transitions between selected energy regions of the density of states reveals the origin of the
observed anisotropy of the optical conductivity. In addition, we have investigated the plasmon excitations
related to transitions between the vanadium states within an effective 16-site vanadium cluster model. Good
agreement between the theoretical and experimental loss functions was obtained using the hopping parameters
derived from the tight-binding fit to the band-structure and moderate Coulomb interactions between the elec-
trons within theab plane.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.165113 PACS number~s!: 71.10.Fd, 71.20.2b, 71.27.1a, 71.45.Gm
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1996 M. Isobe and Y. Ueda1 published magnetic-
susceptibility measurements ofa8-NaV2O5 powder samples
proposing the existence of linear antiferromagnetic spin-
chains and a possible spin-Peierls transition at a critical t
perature,Tc534 K. The original picture of the charge orde
ing in this mixed valence ladder compound was that of al
nating legs of V41 and V51 ions.2 However, a recent
determination of the crystal structure using single-crys
x-ray diffraction at room temperature3,4 yielded only one
symmetrically inequivalent vanadium (V4.51) position. Due
to the observed one-dimensional character of the spin
charge system at room temperature—which was by that t
also confirmed by inelastic neutron-scattering5,6 and angle-
resolved photoemission experiments7—the picture of linear
chains of V-O-V rungs containing a singled electron in a
molecular orbital-like state with antiferromagnetic alignme
along the ladders has increasingly won recognition. Be
Tc charge ordering has been observed in51V NMR studies,8

but the ordering pattern has not yet been defined. Calc
tions of the electronic ground state9,10 have predicted a zig
zag charge ordering along the ladders and only lately, w
the support of the most recent experimental data11–14 does
the evidence for zigzag order appear to outweigh that
more complicated order patterns.15 Nevertheless, there re
main a number of important, open questions such as the
lec-
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ture of the correlations between the charges and spins w
are the driving force for the observed charge ordering a
which make the system insulating.

The electronic structure ofa8-NaV2O5 has been inten-
sively studied experimentally by means of optic
absorption16 and reflectivity,17,18 as well as theoretically
within the framework of band-structure calculations3,19–21

and exact diagonalization techniques.22–24 Nevertheless,
there is a controversial discussion about the origin of
electronic excitations in this system. For example, conce
ing the absorption peak occurring at about 1 eV in opti
transitions between bonding and antibonding combinati
of V 3dxy states,3,17,25transitions between vanadium states
different symmetry,18 as well as on-sited-d transitions be-
tween crystal-field-split vanadium 3d states,16 have been
proposed as the origin of this feature. Furthermore, the in
mation from the experiments still appears to be insuffici
to enable the definition of a unique parameter set for
description of the electronic structure ofa8-NaV2O5. In par-
ticular, independent of which theoretical model was us
significantly different values for the on-site Coulomb repu
sion U, the intersite Coulomb repulsionVxy between elec-
trons on legs of adjacent ladders and the hopping param
txy have been discussed in the literature~for a comparison
see Table I!. Since the charge ordering as well as the cha
transport properties strongly depend on the energies
scribed by these parameters, a more exact determinatio
their values could lead to a better understanding of the e
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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TABLE I. Literature values for the hopping parameterst, the on-site Coulomb interactionU, and the
intersite Coulomb interactionsVa compared with the results of this work.

Ref. ta tb txy U Va Vb Vxy

Smolinskiet al., Ref. 3 0.38 0.17 0.012 2.8
Horschet al., Ref. 25 0.35 0.15 0.3 4.0
Damascelliet al., Ref. 17 0.3 0.2
Nishimotoet al., Ref. 23 0.3 0.14 0.05 4.0 0.5
Popovicet al. Ref. 19 6.82
Cuocoet al. Ref. 22 0.4 0.2 0.15 4.0 0.8 0.8 0.9
Saet al. Ref. 50 0.38 0.17 0.012 2.8 0.37 0.10 0.43
This work 0.38 0.17 0.012 2.8 0.8 0.6 0.9
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tronic properties ofa8-NaV2O5.
In this contribution, we present a joint experimental a

theoretical investigation of the electronic excitations a
their momentum dependence ina8-NaV2O5 , measured us-
ing high-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy
transmission. The comparison of the data with models ba
both on the local spin density approximation~LSDA! 1U
formalism, as well as a cluster approach, enable the cons
tion of a consistent theoretical description of the electro
structure ofa8-NaV2O5, and result in the determination of
double-checked parameter set. The paper is organized a
lows. In Sec. II the experimental and theoretical methods
introduced. Section III contains the presentation and disc
sion of the experimental and theoretical results and is s
into subsections dealing with the different aspects of
data. Last, Sec. IV is a summary.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Experiment

1. Samples

Single crystals ofa8-NaV2O5 were grown from the melt.
The detailed procedure is described elsewher26

a8-NaV2O5 crystallizes in an orthorhombic unit cell wit
lattice constantsa511.318 Å ,b53.611 Å , andc54.797
Å.2 The vanadium atoms and their five nearest-neighbor o
gen atoms build slightly distorted VO5 pyramids which are
connected by their corners along theb direction as well as by
their corners and edges along thea direction, as shown in
Fig. 1~a!. The resulting pyramid layers in theab plane are
separated by sodium atoms. The weak interactions betw
the vanadium oxide layers and the sodium layers are
reason for the good cleavage behavior of this system a
the plane perpendicular to thec direction. The projection of
the vanadium and the oxygen atoms of a single pyra
layer onto theab plane, excluding the oxygen atoms on t
apices of the pyramids, delivers the atomic configuration
illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. This approach emphasizes the ladd
structure in which adjacent ladders are shifted with respec
each other by half of the lattice parameterb in theb direction
@see dashed lines in Fig. 1~b!#.

For the measurements using electron energy-loss s
troscopy~EELS! in transmission, thin films of about 1000 Å
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thickness were cut from the single crystals with a diamo
knife using an ultramicrotome. Because of the good cleav
behavior, the crystallinity remains conserved after cutt
parallel to theab plane. The high quality and orientation o
the single-crystalline samples were checked byin situ elec-
tron diffraction.

2. EELS in transmission

EELS in transmission with a primary beam energy of 1
keV was performed on free standing films at room tempe
ture ~for experimental details, see Ref. 27!. The energy and
momentum transfer (q) resolution were chosen to be 11

FIG. 1. Crystal structure ofa8-NaV2O5. Vanadium atoms are
shown as black spheres, oxygen atoms as gray spheres.~a! Layers
of distorted VO5 pyramids~upper part! separated by sodium ion
~dark gray spheres! and the atomic ordering of a single vanadiu
oxide layer~lower part!. ~b! Projection of a single VO-layer onto
the ab plane, excluding the apex oxygens. The ladder structur
illustrated by the dashed lines.
3-2
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meV and 0.05 Å21 for q<0.4 Å 21, and 160 meV and 0.06
Å 21 for q.0.4 Å 21, in order to compensate for the de
crease of the cross section at higher momentum transfe

EELS in transmission provides us with the momentu
and energy-dependent loss function Im@21/«(q,v)#, from
which, by means of the Kramers-Kronig relations, the r
part of the negative inverse dielectric function and thus
the optical properties such as, for example, the optical c
ductivity s(v) can be calculated. For small momentu
transfer only dipole transitions are allowed, and for the lim
q50 the transition matrix elements are the same as in op
For the Kramers-Kronig analysis the loss spectra closes
the optical limit (q50.1 Å 21) were used in order to deriv
the optical conductivity spectra.

B. Theory

1. Band-structure calculations

The band structure ofa8-NaV2O5 was calculated self-
consistently using the scalar-relativistic linear muffi-tin o
bital ~LMTO! method28 in the atomic sphere approximatio
with the combined correction taken into account~ASA
1CC!. The von Barth–Hedin parameterization29 was used
for the exchange-correlation potential constructed in the
cal spin-density approximation. The Brillouin zone~BZ! in-
tegrations in the self-consistency loop were performed us
the improved tetrahedron method.30

The experimental lattice parameters and atomic positi
as determined for the high-temperature phase~Ref. 4! were
used in the calculations. The angular momentum expan
of the basis functions includedl 53 for vanadium and so
dium andl 52 for oxygen and the empty spheres.31 The O
3d and the V 4f states were included in the basis, as th
give a significant contribution to the dipole matrix elemen
of the optical transitions.

In order to account for the strong electronic correlation
the V sites, we used the LSDA1U method in the band-
structure calculations,32 which has been shown to be ve
helpful for the description of the electronic structure
transition-metal oxides, in which the 3d orbitals hybridize
quite strongly with the oxygen 2p orbitals~for a review, see
Ref. 33!. In this method a Hubbard-like term is added to t
LSDA total-energy functional:

ELDA1U5ELSDA1EU2Edc, ~1!

whereELSDA is the LSDA energy functional,EU takes into
account the on-site Coulomb and exchange interactions,
Edc is necessary to avoid the double counting of the avera
Coulomb and exchange interactions already included
ELSDA.34 If nonspherical contributions to the on-site Co
lomb and exchange integralsU andJ are neglected, theEU

term can be written as

EU5
1

2 (
s,i , j Þ i

~U2J!nisnj s1
1

2 (
s,i , j

Unisnj 2s , ~2!

wherenis is the occupancy of thei th localized orbital with
the spin projections. The localized orbitals used in Eq.~2!
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are constructed in such a way that they diagonalize
charge density matrixni j

s . Then, the expression for th
orbital-dependent one-electron potential corresponding
Eq. ~1! is given by

Vs
LDA1U5Vs

LSDA1(
i

~U2J!S 1

2
2nisD u is&^ isu, ~3!

whereu is&^ isu is the projector onto the localized orbital.
The absorptive part of the optical conductivity tens

components was computed from the LMTO energy ba
and eigenvectors on the basis of the linear-respo
expressions,35–37 whereas the dispersive part was obtain
via the Kramers-Kronig transformation. The finite-lifetim
effects and the experimental resolution were simulated
broadening the calculated dielectric tensor spectra wit
Lorentzian width of 0.2 eV.

As mentioned in the Introduction,a8-NaV2O5 can be
considered as composed of linear chains of V-O-V run
containing a singled electron in a molecular orbital-like stat
with antiferromagnetic alignment along the ladders. For
LSDA1U calculations presented here, initially an antiferr
magnetic~AFM! order of each of the V spins along the leg
the ladder is assumed. We have also carried out a brief an
sis of the influence of deviations from this AFM order upo
the calculated density of states~DOS! and optical conduc-
tivities by means of spin waves. The band-structure calcu
tions for noncollinear magnetic structures including co
strained moment directions were performed using
formalism developed in the Refs. 38 and 39. The magnet
tion direction in the atomic sphere surrounding the sitet
1Ri , where t is its position in the unit cell andRi is a
real-space lattice vector, is defined by two polar anglesu t i
andf t i . If u t i does not depend onRi andf t i is given by

f t i5f t1u•Ri ~4!

(f t determines the relative orientation of the magnetizat
directions for different sublattices!, the calculations can be
performed without an enlargement of the unit cell for
arbitrary vectoru, which defines a spiral magnetic structu
in real space.~In the present paper we adopted the notatiou
instead of the usually used characterq to distinguish the
vector of a spiral structure from the momentum transfer v
tor in the EELS measurements.! The details of theU calcu-
lations for spiral magnetic structures will be give
elsewhere.40 Here we only mention that in this case the e
fective orbital dependent potential is still given by Eq.~3!
but with the spin part of a localized orbitalu is& centered at a
given atomic site being defined in the local coordinate s
tem with thez axis parallel to the magnetization direction
the corresponding atomic sphere.

2. Cluster calculations

We have studied the dynamic dielectric response usin
quarter-filledt-J-V model
3-3
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H52 (
^ i , j &,s

t i j ~ ĉi ,s
† ĉ j ,s1H.c.!1(

^ i , j &
Ji , j S Si•Sj2

1

4
ninj D

1(
^ i , j &

Vi , jninj , ~5!

whereĉi ,s
† 5ci ,s

† (12ni ,2s) are constrained electron creatio

operators,ni5(sĉi ,s
† ĉi ,s is the occupation-number operato

and Si denotes the spin-1
2 operator at sitei. The expression

^ i , j & denotes the summation over all pairs of nearest ne
bors. The hopping parameterst i j , intersite Coulomb interac
tionsVi j , and exchange interactionsJi j are defined in Fig. 2.

The loss function measured in EELS experiments is
rectly proportional to the dynamic density-density corre
tion function.41 By including the long-range Coulomb inte
action in the model within a random-phase approximat
~RPA! one finds for the loss function

L~v,q!5ImF 21

11vqxr
0~v,q!

G , ~6!

where

xr
0~v,q!5

i

\E0

`

dt^0u@rq~ t !,r2q#u0&eivt ~7!

is the response function at zero temperature for the sh
range interaction model described by Eq.~5!. xr

0 depends on
the energy lossv and momentum transferq. u0& is the
ground state,rq denotes the Fourier transform ofni , and
vq5e2N/(e0e rvq2) is the long-range Coulomb potentia
with unit-cell volumev. Furthermore,N is the number of
electrons per unit cell,e0 is the permittivity, ande r is the
real part of the dielectric function.

We evaluated Eq.~6! by direct diagonalization using th
standard Lanczos algorithm.42 As this method is limited to
small clusters, the maximum cluster size in our calculatio
was restricted to 16 vanadium sites. However, calculati
for a cluster consisting of two adjacent ladders, each cont
ing four rungs, showed strong finite-size effects. We ha
solved this problem by using two different clusters for m

FIG. 2. Schematic structure of theab planes ina8-NaV2O5

where the circles stand for the vanadium sites. The black sites
fine the two clusters used in the calculation.
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mentum transfer parallel toa andb direction, as denoted in
Fig. 2 by the filled circles. In thea direction we chose an
array of double rungs extending over four adjacent ladd
whereas in theb direction the cluster consisted of a sing
ladder with eight rungs. The separation into these two cl
ters is justified by the small value of the interladder hopp
amplitudetxy50.012 eV~details will be given elsewhere43!.
This value of txy has also been found by previous LD
calculations,3 as well as from a tight-binding fit to our own
local-density approximation~LDA ! results.44 Additional evi-
dence for a smalltxy follows from the weak magnetic dis
persion along thea direction as observed in neutron
scattering experiments.6

For the calculation of the loss function we chose op
boundary conditions, and for momentum transfer paralle
the a direction we used renormalized intersite Coulomb
teractionsV̄a5Va1Vb and V̄b52Vb . These values follow
from a straightforward analysis of the influence of adjac
rungs of the same ladder on the electronic states.43 Further-
more, in the case of open boundary conditions one ha
make sure that electrons on the edges of the cluster are
embedded in the local Coulomb potential that results from
zigzag charge ordered state. Thus sites on the edge o
cluster for momentum transfer parallel to thea direction are
assigned an additional on-site energyVxy . By analogy, sites
on the edges of the cluster forq parallel to theb direction
need an additional on-site energyVb , if they are not occu-
pied in a zigzag charge ordered state.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Loss function with small momentum transfer

We have measured the energy-dependent loss funct
for different momentum transfersq parallel to the crystallo-
graphica andb direction in an energy range between 0.5 a
70 eV. Due to the contribution of the elastic line and surfa
losses it is not possible to measure at zero momentum tr
fer but close to the optical limit (q50.1 Å 21). In Fig. 3 the
loss functions with momentum transferq50.1 Å 21 parallel

e-
FIG. 3. Electron energy-loss spectra ofa8-NaV2O5 measured

with momentum transferq50.1 Å 21 parallel to the crystallo-
graphica ~solid line! and the crystallographicb direction ~dashed
line!.
3-4
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to the a ~solid line! and theb direction ~dashed line! are
shown. Both spectra are dominated by a broad featur
around 23 eV which represents the volume plasmon—a
lective excitation of the valence electrons. While the feat
at 50 eV results from local excitations between the V 3p and
the V 3d states, the features emerging below the volu
plasmon energy can be assigned to transitions of the val
electrons into the conduction band. As Fig. 3 shows, an
isotropic behavior is only visible in the low-energy regim
(<22 eV!.

In order to compare the spectra with results derived fr
our LSDA1U calculations, we have calculated the optic
conductivity s by performing a Kramers-Kronig analys
~KKA !. The comparison with the optical conductivity of th
structurally related V2O5 (d0 configuration! obtained with
the same method,45 shows that above;5 eV the spectra of
both compounds look very similar~not shown!. In Ref. 45,
the anisotropy of the loss function and of the optical cond
tivity of V 2O5 are discussed in detail. As a result, the fe
tures above 5 eV can be assigned to transitions from o
pied bands with mainly oxygen character into unoccup
bands which are dominated by the V 3d states. From the
resemblance of the spectra and the related crystal struc
of both compounds we conclude that the same holds
a8-NaV2O5. Thus in this work we focus on the energy ran
below 5 eV where the loss functions and, consequently,
optical conductivities ofa8-NaV2O5 differ strongly from
those of V2O5.

B. DOS

In comparison to V2O5, which has a similar network o
linked VO5 pyramids, the Na atom ina8-NaV2O5 donates
an additional electron to the valence band. Since in V2O5 the
bands formed by the O 2p states are essentially complete
filled and the energetically lowest lying unoccupied ban
are formed by the V 3dxy states,45 the additional electron in
a8-NaV2O5 goes into the rather localized V 3dxy states.
These states determine, to a great extent, the fascina
properties of this compound. Due to the localized nature
the V 3d electrons, the Coulomb correlations between th
are rather strong and, as a consequence, convent
L~S!DA calculations fail to describe properly the electron
structure ofa8-NaV2O5. In the unit cell corresponding to
the centrosymmetric Pmmn structure of the high-
temperature phase, a nonmagnetic metallic solution is
tained, in contradiction to the experimental data. One wa
overcome this discrepancy is to introduce an antiferrom
netic ~AFM! order of V magnetic moments along theb di-
rection. This leads to a doubling of the unit cell and t
opening of an energy gap in the LSDA band structure. Ho
ever, the value of the energy gap is still strongly undere
mated. It should, however, be borne in mind there is
experimental evidence for the existence of AFM order
a8-NaV2O5 even at low temperatures.

An efficient way to take the strong correlations in the
3d shell into account is to use the LSDA1U approach.
However, this method is usually applied to ordered co
pounds and thus an additional assumption has to be mad
16511
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order to study the electronic structure and the optical pr
erties of the high-temperature phase ofa8-NaV2O5. Since,
according to the experimental data, there is no charge or
ing aboveTc and all V sites are equivalent,8 we have as-
sumed that the effective one electron potential at each V
is the same and equal to the average of the LSDA1U po-
tentials for V41 and V51 ions. In other words, the orbital
dependent potential is calculated using the occupation n
bers averaged formally over the V41 and V51 orbital
occupation numbers. On application ofU, the partially occu-
pied V dxy orbitals are the most affected. The average oc
pation of the majority-spindxy orbitals is close to 0.5 and
their energy position remains unchanged as compared
LDA, whereas the unoccupied minority-spindxy orbitals are
shifted upwards by U/2. As a result, an insulating
behavior—with the magnetic moment of 0.5mB per V atom,
or 1 mB per rung—is immediately obtained, which is ind
pendent of the kind of magnetic order which is assum
along theb axis. One can say that the on-site Coulomb
pulsion effectively suppresses the occupation of thedxy or-
bitals with the opposite spin at each rung.

The effect of the absence, in reality, of long-range AF
order in the high-temperature phase ofa8-NaV2O5 on the
electronic structure and optical properties was modelled
performing calculations for spin waves defined by a vec
u5(0,uy,0) with uy varying from 0.5 ~corresponding to
AFM order of V magnetic moments along theb direction!, to
0 at which all V magnetic moments are ferromagnetica
aligned. In these calculations allu t were set to zero, wherea
thef t were chosen in such a way that the V ions situated
the same rung had the same magnetization direction.
found that the relative orientation of the magnetization a
sites of neighboring ladders, which is also determined byf t ,
has only minor effect on the calculated band structure.

The calculations were iterated to self-consistency foruy
50.5 and then one iteration was performed for spin wa
with other values ofuy . The comparison of the band ene
gies confirmed that the ground state of the system is ant
romagnetic, in accordance with previous estimates for
exchange coupling constants between V spins in theb direc-
tion.

The densities of the V 3d and O 2p states, calculated fo
Ueff53 eV and an AFM order of the V magnetic momen
along theb direction, are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4~b!, the
density of V 3d states calculated foruy50.3 ~dashed lines!
is also shown. Here, and in the following, we assume that
magnetic moments of the V ions situated at the same r
are ferromagnetically ordered. The overall structure of
DOS is similar to that of V2O5.45 The states in the energ
range from26.5 to22 eV are formed mainly by the O 2p
states@Fig. 4~a!# with a bonding hybridization with the V 3d
states. The Vdxz,yz states dominate in the 1.8–3-eV rang
while the states with Vd3z22r 2 and V dx22y2 character are
shifted to higher energies due to the comparatively stro
hybridization with O 2p states and form the upper pa
(.3 eV! of the conduction band, shown in Fig. 4~b!. The
main differences in the structure of the DOS as compare
V2O5 are caused by the additional electrons occupying th
3-5
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dxy bands which are empty in the case of V2O5. Since the
change in the occupation of the Vdxy states is the main
source of the differences between the optical spectra
other physical properties of these compounds, in the follo
ing we will focus our attention on the states originating fro
the V dxy orbitals.

The narrow peak in the majority-spin V 3d DOS just
below the Fermi level@Fig. 4~b!# originates from a combina
tion of the 3dxy orbitals of the two V atoms on the same run
which is orthogonal to the 2py orbital of the OR atom in the
center of the rung. The corresponding antibonding V 3dxy–
OR 2py states are responsible for the DOS peak at 1 eV
terms of the effective V–V hopping these two peaks res
from the bonding and antibonding combination of the V 3dxy
states, respectively, and the energy separation between
is determined byta50.38 eV acting across the rung. Her
for the effective V–V hopping terms we use the values o
tained from a tight binding fit to the LDA band structu

FIG. 4. Spin projected densities of~a! the 2p states of the three
inequivalent oxygen atoms and~b! the V 3d states ina8-NaV2O5

calculated forUeff53 eV and an AFM order of V magnetic mo
ments along theb direction. For comparison, the densities of the
3d states calculated with a vector describing the spiral spin st
ture of uy50.3 are also shown by dashed lines in~b!. All energies
are given relative to the valence-band maximum. In the major
spin V 3d DOS the two peaks just below the Fermi level and a
eV originate from a bonding and antibonding combination of
3dxy orbitals of the two V atoms on the same rung, respective
The corresponding combinations of the minority-spindxy states are
shifted to 1.5 and 2.5 eV by the effective Coulomb repulsion.
16511
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calculated with the LMTO method,44 which were found to be
very close to the hopping parameters determined in Ref
The minority spind↓xy states of bonding character are shift
to higher energy by the effective Coulomb repulsion and
above the antibondingd↑xy peak. While the energy of the
latter is governed byta and thus does not depend onUeff , the
relative position of the minority spind↓xy states does depen
on the exact value ofUeff . Finally, the peak at;2.5 eV
arising from the antibondingd↓xy states is almost lost in the
contributions from the other states of the conduction ba
mainly formed by the remaining V 3d states hybridized with
O 2p states.

It should be noted that for both spin directions the wid
of the bondingdxy peaks in the LSDA1U calculations is
much smaller than 0.7 eV, the value obtained from LD
calculations, because the relatively strong hybridizat
along theb direction governed bytb50.17 eV is suppressed
due to the AFM order. However, asuy—which defines the
magnetic structure along theb direction—decreases, th
width of the peaks increases and reaches the LDA va
when the V magnetic moments are ordered ferromagn
cally. As for the antibondingdxy states, the dispersion of th
corresponding bands along theG –Y direction is much
weaker already in LDA,44 and the width of their DOS doe
not depend onuy .

C. Optical conductivity

In order to verify our theoretical results we turn our atte
tion to the optical data. In Fig. 5, the optical conductivit
derived by means of a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the EE
spectra measured at low momentum transfer (q50.1 Å!,
aligned either parallel to the crystallographica or b direction
@Figs. 5~a! and ~b!# is shown, together withsxx and syy

c-

-

.

FIG. 5. The optical conductivity ofa8-NaV2O5. ~a! sxx and~b!
syy from the EELS experiment.~c! and ~d! show the same quanti
ties from the LSDA and LSDA1U band-structure calculations with
Ueff50 ~dotted line!, 2 ~solid line!, and 3 eV~dashed line!. The
theoretical curves are broadened with a Lorentzian of width 0.2
The vertical dotted lines illustrate the correspondence of the p
positions.
3-6
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calculated for uy50.5 using the LSDA (Ueff50) and
LSDA1U with Ueff52 and 3 eV@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#. Our
experimental spectra agree well with the previous results
rived from reflectivity17,18 and absorption16 measurements o
a8-NaV2O5. Comparingsxx with theqia experimental data
@Figs. 5~a! and~c!#, one can see that for this polarization th
theoretical spectra are only weakly affected byU and thus
that the LSDA curve agrees well with the experimental o
The calculated position of the low-energy peak insxx cen-
tered at 1 eV does not depend onU, and coincides almos
perfectly with the position of the corresponding experimen
maximum. However, the calculations overestimate the m
nitude of the peak and fail to reproduce accurately its as
metric shape. The peak corresponding to the experime
feature at 3.4 eV lies at slightly lower energy in the LSD
calculations and shifts upwards to;3.7 eV with increasing
U.

For syy @Figs. 5~b! and 5~d!#, the situation is quite differ-
ent. In this case the LSDA calculations result in an opti
gap of 0.2 eV, which is significantly smaller than the expe
mental value~0.7 eV!. In contrast tosxx , the position of the
low-energy peak insyy is sensitive toU, and gets close to
the experimental value forUeff53 eV. A less strong but still
noticeable dependence onU can be found in the energ
range between 2.5 and 4 eV. Comparing the theoretical s
tra calculated with different values ofUeff to the experimen-
tal ones, one can conclude that the best overall agreem
between the theory and the experiment is achieved forUeff
lying in the range between 2 and 3 eV. This range forUeff
derived from the LSDA1U calculations gives an importan
guideline for theU value taken in the cluster model calcul
tions which will be presented later in the paper.

The observed correspondence between the calculated
the experimental spectra allows us to draw additional inf
mation from the detailed analysis of the theoretical spec
In order to understand better the origins of the features of
optical conductivity and the reasons for their different dep
dence on the value ofU, we analyzed the contributions to th
optical conductivity originating from the interband trans
tions between the initial and final states of V 3dxy character.
In Fig. 6 we show the results of a decomposition ofsxx and
syy , calculated withUeff53 eV. In each case, the thin soli
line marks the sum of all the contributions, i.e., the to
optical conductivity. Figures 6~a! and 6~c! show the calcula-
tions for sxx , and Figs. 6~b! and 6~d! for syy .

Starting with the top two panels@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#, the
areas shaded gray indicate spectral weight connected
transitions starting from the occupied V 3dxy bands. Thus it
is clear that the lowest lying peaks in bothsxx andsyy are
derived from transitions involving V 3dxy initial states. The
higher lying spectral weight, however, involves transitio
starting from O 2p states~i.e., the majority of the totals at
higher energy is unshaded!.

We turn now to an analysis of the final states involv
@see Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!#. In the lower panels of the figure w
code the various final state characters with different shad
~i! the antibonding V 3d↑xy final states are depicted as lig
gray; ~ii ! the bonding V 3d↓xy final states are depicted a
16511
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dark gray, and~iii ! the hatched areas show the contributio
from interband transitions into higher lying V 3d states.

On comparing the top and bottom panels of Fig. 6 we c
therefore conclude the following about the transitions givi
rise to the optical conductivity. First, the 1-eV peak insxx is
due to a transition between bonding and antibonding hyb
involving the V dxy levels of equal spin direction. As wa
mentioned above, the bonding-antibonding splitting ofdxy
states is determined only by the hybridization within a ru
and is thusnot affected byU.

Second, for momentum transfer parallel to theb direction,
the matrix elements for the bonding-antibonding transitio
are zero. In this case, transitions between bonding Vdxy
levels with opposite spin become active. The energy posi
of these transitions is sensitive to the strength of the on-
Coulomb interaction, which naturally explains the strong d
pendence of the position of the low energy peak insyy on
the value ofU observed in Fig. 5. In the language of a man
body approach, thed↑xy→d↓xy transitions can be thought o
as excitations which lead to the creation of doubly occup
rungs.46

Having dealt with the low-lying features of the optic
conductivity, we now turn our attention to the energy ran
between 3 and 4 eV. In this context, the lack of gray sha
weight in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! illustrates that the initial state
of the transitions responsible fors in this energy range have
O 2p character. Consideration of Figs. 6~c! and 6~d! reveals
that the peak insxx at 3.7 eV and the small hump insyy at
the same energy are dominated by transitions into thed↓xy
bands~dark gray shaded spectral weight!. The initial and
final states of the transitions giving rise tosxx between 3 and
4 eV are, in fact, of the same character as those which

FIG. 6. Decomposition of the optical conductivity o
a8-NaV2O5 derived from the LSDA1U calculations into contribu-
tions arising from transitions involving different initial and fina
states. In each case panels~a! and ~c! show sxx and ~b! and ~d!,
syy . The thin solid lines indicate the total optical conductivities.
~a! and~b! the gray shading indicates initial states corresponding
occupied V 3dxy bands. In~c! and~d! light gray~dark gray! shading
indicates antibonding V 3d↑xy ~bonding V 3d↓xy) final states. The
hatched area shows the contribution from interband transitions
higher lying empty V 3d states.
3-7
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termine the shape of thesxx spectrum in V2O5 just above the
absorption threshold.45 The dipole transitions from the O 2p
valence-band states into the antibondingd↑xy states are com
pletely suppressed for a polarization parallel toa (sxx),
while for syy they play an important role in the formation o
the shoulder in this energy range@shaded light gray in Fig.
6~d!#.

Finally, we mention that transitions from the occupieddxy
bands to that part of the conduction band originating fr
the V dxz,yz states give rise to the nonvanishing intensity
the calculated spectra in the energy range between the
features~i.e., between 1.5 and 3 eV!. The experimentals ’s
@see Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# confirm the accuracy of the theo
retically predicted optical conductivity in this regard.

In order to summarize the detailed information won
this section as regards the character of the states involve
the transitions giving rise to bothsxx and syy in a concise
form, Table II shows a breakdown including the respect
initial and final states ‘‘behind’’ each spectral feature.

The level to which the detailed breakdown of the calc
lated optical conductivity has been carried out in Fig. 6
justified by the fact that the theoretical curves~for example
the solid line! in Fig. 5 are able not only to reproduce th
main features insxx andsyy quite well, but also the weaker
double peak structure insyy in the 3–4 eV range in ou
experimental data@see Fig. 5~b!#. We note that the spectr
derived from optical measurements did not resolve t
double-peak feature.17

Despite the quite good agreement between the calcul
and measured optical conductivity on the qualitative lev
the absolute magnitude and strongly asymmetric shape o
low-energy peaks insxx and syy are not accurately repro
duced by the calculations~see Fig. 5!. We point out two
possible sources for these discrepancies:~i! an oversimplified
treatment of the charge fluctuations in the high-tempera
phase using an averaged one-electron potential and~ii ! the
assumption that the V magnetic moments are antiferrom
netically aligned along theb direction. Dealing first with the
issue of the charge fluctuations, we note that a more rigor
treatment of the charge disorder on the V sublattice
a8-NaV2O5 is beyond the capabilities of the LSDA1U ap-
proach in its present formulation. We therefore return to t
question later in the paper in the context of the cluster c
culations which will be described in detail in the next but o
subsection. As regards the influence of deviations from lo
range AFM order on the optical spectra, we point out that

TABLE II. Energy positions and character of the electronic tra
sitions contributing to the optical conductivitiessxx and syy of
a8-NaV2O5 in the low-energy range.

E ~eV! sxx syy

1.1 V 3d↑xy→V 3d↑xy

1.5 V 3d↑xy→V 3d↓xy

3.1 O 2p→V 3d↑xy

3.7 O 2p→V 3d↓xy O 2p→V 3d↓xy

2–3 V 3d↑xy→V 3dxz,yz V 3d↑xy→V 3dxz,yz
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strength of such effects can be estimated by performing
culations for a spin-wave structure along theb axis.

The optical conductivity spectra calculated forUeff53 eV
and for different values of the vector describing the spi
magnetic structure in real spaceuy are shown in Fig. 7. Since
the change of the magnetic structure affects the ba
formed from the Vdxy bonding states most strongly~see Fig.
4!, the spectral features originating from the transitions
which these bands are involved demonstrate the stron
dependence onuy . In particular, the change in shape an
intensity of the peak at 1 eV insxx @Fig. 7~a!# is the most
noticeable result of including spiral spin structures along
b axis. As can be seen from the figure, asuy decreases, the
peak becomes less intensive and its maximum shifts
higher energy. Since the final states for the correspond
transitions~i.e., the antibonding Vdxy states! remain very
narrow independent of the nature of the magnetic order al
the b direction, the increase in the width of the peak refle
the change of the density of the occupied Vdxy states~i.e.,
the initial states!. The shape of the low energy peak insyy
@Fig. 7~b!# does not change with increasinguy but its inten-
sity rapidly decreases asuy decreases, and vanishes com
pletely for uy50 at which point the V magnetic momen
order ferromagnetically. The drop of intensity of the low
lying feature insyy is caused by the decrease of the weig
of majority-spin states in the final-state wave functions. F
uy50 the initial and final states are formed by pure majori
and minority-spin states, respectively, and the correspond
transitions are forbidden~since the relativistic effects wer
not included in the calculations!. The spectral features in th
energy range between 3 and 4 eV are also influenced byuy ,
but the changes are less pronounced than for the low-ly
features.

The comparison of the calculated optical conductiv
with inclusion of the spin spiral structures~Fig. 7! with the
experimental spectra@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# indicates that an
improved agreement between the theoretical and experim
tal magnitude of the low-energy peaks ofsxx andsyy can be
achieved if deviations from pure AFM order along theb axis
are taken into account. However, even including spin-wav
the LSDA1U results are unable to fully account for th
asymmetric shape of the low-energy peaks in the experim
tal optical conductivities.

-

FIG. 7. Optical conductivity ofa8-NaV2O5 calculated forUeff

53 eV and different values ofuy , which defines the magnetic
structure along theb direction ~for details see text!.
3-8
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To try to overcome this weakness, we have also ca
lated the optical conductivity for different relative orient
tions of the magnetization at neighboring ladders~not
shown!. The changes of the calculated spectra were foun
be very small, which is in keeping with the size of the inte
ladder hopping term (txy50.012 eV! which couples V ions
belonging to neighboring ladders.

To bring this section on the data from band-structure c
culations to a close, the LSDA1U results regarding the op
tical properties ofa8-NaV2O5 can be summarized as fo
lows.

~i! The optical conductivitiessxx andsyy calculated with
Ueff in the range between 2 and 3 eV are able to reprod
the main features of the experimental spectra, as well as
observed optical anisotropy quite well. This fact indicates
relevance and accuracy of the parameters determined
from the fit to the band structure~the transfer integrals, o
t ’s! or from the comparison with the experiment (U).

~ii ! The analysis of the contributions tos coming from
interband transitions with different initial and final states
lows us to determine the electronic states responsible for
formation of the peaks in the experimental optical cond
tivity. Table II summarizes this information for each spect
feature insxx andsyy .

~iii ! However, the remaining discrepancy between
theory and the experiment as regards the shape of the
energy peaks~even despite going beyond the AFM approx
mation for the spin order alongb! indicates that the subtle
details of the electronic structure of the high-temperat
phase ofa8-NaV2O5 are beyond the approximations inhe
ent to the LDA, and thus are most likely sensitive to effe
more suitably treated within the framework of models
which electronic correlation is dealt with at a more fund
mental level.

Before going on to thet-J-V model cluster calculations
presented in the last sub-section of the results and discus
part of the paper, the next subsection deals with the
EELS spectra ofa8-NaV2O5 recorded beyond the optica
limit. Here we exploit the strength of EELS in transmissi
as a measure of the bulk optical properties~in this case of
a8-NaV2O5) for finite momenta, thus giving additional in
sight into the nature of the two-particle excitations in th
complex system.

D. Momentum-dependent loss functions

In the left panels of Fig. 8, we show the EELS loss fun
tion of a8-NaV2O5 recorded for different values ofq, either
parallel to the crystallographica @Fig. 8~a!# or b @Fig. 8~c!#
direction. The spectra are normalized at higher energy~ca. 7
eV! where the shape of the spectra does not change e
with the absolute value or with the direction of the mome
tum transfer~see also Fig. 3!. For clarity the spectra are
incrementally offset in they direction.

For q parallel to both thea and b directions the spectra
show strong intensity between the spectral onset at 0.7 eV
to 2 eV, as well as additional weaker features located
tween 3 and 4.5 eV. For smallq the corresponding plasmo
excitations are related to the same dipole transitions wh
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are responsible for the peaks at around 1 and 3.5 eV in
optical conductivities whose origin was discussed in de
above. In the following, we concentrate our attention on
fine structure of the low-energy peaks, as well as on
dependence of the shape and position of the peaks on
increasing momentum transfer.

First, we focus on the features below 2 eV. The intensit
in the a direction are about two times larger than those w
the same momentum transfer in theb direction. Forqia, the
maximum lies at 1.55 eV compared with 1.45 eV forqib. At
high momentum transfers the fine structure of the feat
around 1.5 eV in thea direction indicates the presence
transitions into more than a single final state. One can
tinguish between essentially three features, whereby the
tensity of the component with its maximum at 1.55 eV d
creases more rapidly withq than the features at 1.2 and 1
eV, the latter pair being visible as weak shoulders only
high-momentum transfers. In theb direction the low energy
feature is also composed of more than one component

FIG. 8. Panels ~a! and ~c! show the loss function of
a8-NaV2O5 measured using EELS with momentum trans
aligned along thea andb directions, respectively. Panels~b! and~c!
show the corresponding calculated loss functions from a qua
filled t-J-V model, which have been broadened with a Gauss
function of width 0.3 eV. For theq50.1 Å 21 calculated spectra, an
unbroadened version has also been plotted to enable indentific
of the individual plasmons. For the parameters used in the calc
tion, see text.
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least at highq. The energetically lowest lying feature~at
;0.9 eV!—which can be seen as a shoulder atq>0.4
Å 21—loses intensity only slowly with increasingq. The
second component, which one can relate to the main in
sity maximum~ca. 1.3 eV! decreases more strongly in inte
sity at higherq. Last, forq>0.5 Å 21, a third component is
visible at higher energy~ca. 1.7 eV!.

Finally, we turn to the features in the loss function
energies above 3 eV, which, as in the data recorded at
low-q limit, are clearly separated from the lower energy fe
tures by a strong drop of spectral weight between 2 and 3
In the a direction a steep increase of spectral weight occ
at 3 eV, which evolves into a maximum at 3.5 eV. Wi
increasing momentum transfer the peak position of this f
ture does not change and the intensity decreases slowl
peak at the same energy position with a similar shape
observed for thea as well as for theb direction in the loss
functions of V2O5, and is assigned to transitions from the
2p states into the lowest unoccupied V 3dxy states.45 How-
ever, in the EELS spectra ofa8-NaV2O5, the shape of the
corresponding feature in theb direction differs by the pres
ence of a double-peaked structure with maxima at 3.5
5.1 eV. The two peaks merge together with increasing m
mentum transfer, and forq>0.7 Å 21 a further feature be-
comes visible at;3.8 eV. Since in electron energy-los
spectroscopy the cross section for dipole transitions
creases and that for dipole forbidden transitions increa
with increasing momentum transfer, the latter 3.8-eV feat
is most likely related to monopole or quadrupole transitio

Having described the experimental loss functions a
function of momentum, we now discuss the results of
cluster model calculations aimed at their simulation.

E. Calculated loss functions

In Fig. 8 the results of our cluster calculations~see Sec.
II B 2! are compared with the experimental spectra.47 Such
cluster calculations require, naturally, input paramet
which in turn describe the essentials of the physics of
system in question. In this case, for the transfer integrals
take the valuesta50.38 eV, tb50.17 eV, txy50.012 eV
from our tight-binding fit to the band-structure calculatio
mentioned earlier. These values are identical to those of
3. A further, vital parameter is the on-site Coulomb rep
sion,U. Here we take a value of 2.8 eV—a choice which
guided by the range ofUeff52 –3 eV which came out of the
LSDA1U calculations presented and discussed above.

At this stage we can have faith in these parameters
two reasons. First, it is well known that LDA does a go
job in describing the charge distribution, and hence
hybridization/transfer integrals, even in systems with stro
electronic correlation. Second, the good basic agreemen
tween the optical conductivity calculated within LSDA1U
with experiment~see Sec. III C! not only lends support to the
t ’s, but underpins the chosenU value.

The exchange interactions were parametrized asJi j

54t i j
2 /U and the values of the intersite Coulomb interactio

Va50.8 eV andVb50.6 eV fulfill the condition for the sys-
tem to be close to a quantum critical point caused by cha
16511
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ordering, as described by Cuocoet al.22 The interladder Cou-
lomb interactionVxy50.9 eV has been adjusted within th
model to obtain the correct peak positions with respect to
experimental loss functions. To allow a direct comparis
with experiment, the calculated data were broadened wi
Gaussian function of 0.3-eV width. The unbroadened spe
for q50.1 Å are also shown as vertical lines in Figs. 8~b!
and 8~d!. As the cluster model contains only V sites, we on
attempt to simulate the loss function in the low-energy ran
~i.e., for ,3 eV!. At higher energies—as we know from ou
combined analysis of the experimental and theoretical opt
conductivities~Sec. III C!—excitations from O 2p to V 3d
orbitals play a role. Thus this spectral weight cannot be
scribed within the present cluster model.

We find a good agreement between theory and experim
for the low-energy part of the loss function forqia, in par-
ticular for the data recorded at higherq @see Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!#. Specifically, the intensity reduction and increasi
width of the experimentally observed structure between
and 2 eV forq.0.5 Å 21 is well reproduced in the cluste
calculation, a characteristic which eluded our best effo
within the LSDA1U approach. For the calculated loss fun
tion with qib @Fig. 8~d!#, the experimentalq-dependent re-
duction in intensity is also well reproduced. However, in th
case the simulation fails to reproduce accurately the la
width of the low-energy feature—a shortcoming which b
comes increasingly apparent for higherq.

In order to enable a discussion of the origin of the in
vidual features underlying the calculated spectra, one sho
note that sincea8-NaV2O5 is close to a charge orde
transition,22 one can describe the nature of the excitatio
using a zigzag ordered ground state. In this context, we m
tion that excitations with momentum transfer parallel to thea
direction lead to a disturbance of the charge ordering as t
involve hopping of electrons from one side of a rung to t
other. Note that this process can also be interpreted a
transition from a bonding to an antibonding state of a sin
occupied rung, in agreement with the results from rec
calculations using the Heitler-London model.48 Since the net
interladder Coulomb interactionVxy remains unchanged afte
the hopping on the rung in the charge ordered state, the
citation energy is dominated byVb . In addition to the one
electron hopping discussed above, there are also collec
processes that involve two or three neighboring rungs
different ladders.

As the unbroadened theoretical results presented in
8~b! show, the theoretical spectra consist of three main f
tures, each of which can be attributed to a density oscillat
~plasmon! with energies between 1 and 2 eV. Forqia, the
spectral weight shifts from the plasmon at 1.6 eV to the o
at 1.7 eV with increasingq, which makes it appear as if th
low-lying feature as a whole disperses to higher ener
which is not, in fact, the case. The three excitations differ
their degree of delocalization. The excitation at 1.3 eV
related to rather delocalized transitions involving more th
one electron in the cluster. The higher lying plasmons, ho
ever, result from more localized processes.
3-10
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For momentum transfer parallel to theb direction, the
excitations contributing to the low lying spectral weight@see
Fig. 8~d!# can be interpreted as transitions from a state
which two rungs are singly occupied to one in which o
rung is empty and the other doubly occupied. Due to
finite hopping amplitudetb50.17 eV, the unoccupied an
the occupied rung are able to move along the ladder in
pendently from each other. Thus many more final states
available in theb direction than in thea direction. The en-
ergies of the transitions into these final states depend on
distance between the unoccupied and the doubly occu
rung. However, since we can observe only localized exc
tions by the direct diagonalization of small clusters, we
unable to capture fully the dynamics of these excitations
thus we miss some spectral weight~in the form of spectral
breadth! in the theoretical spectra@Fig. 8~d!# compared to the
experimental data@Fig. 8~c!#. This explanation is supporte
by a further reduction of spectral weight in the cluster cal
lation when we adopt a four-rung ladder, in place of the ei
rung cluster from which the results are presented here.

Thus, in contrast to the good description of the stron
localized excitations in thea direction described earlier, fo
qib we find that the theory significantly underestimates
spectral weight, due to finite-size effects in the cluster cal
lation. That these differences also persist in the highq re-
gime illustrates that the cluster size imposes limitations e
in the case where the excitations have shorter wavelen
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the cluster ca
lations do provide a qualitative description of both positi
and theq-dependent decrease of intensity of the experim
tal features.

The optical conductivity can also be calculated using
same, cluster-based method. With the same model pa
eters we obtain a qualitative agreement with the optical c
ductivity, either as derived from EELS or optica
measurements17 ~not shown!. However—as was the case fo
the LSDA1U data—the asymmetric line shape ins could
not be fully reproduced in the cluster calculation. We ascr
this to the delocalized character of some of the final sta
which at q50 ~i.e., at infinite wavelength! therefore elude
our calculations based upon a finite cluster. We note h
that a similar type of calculation has been carried
recently,22 and a good agreement between theory and
(q50) optical conductivity was found, albeit with a rath
high value of the interladder hopping integraltxy50.15 eV.
The momentum-dependent EELS data presented here all
further test of the theoretical parameters beyond the op
limit. We have found that adoptingtxy50.15 eV in ourt-J-V
model calculations yields a significantly worse agreem
with the experimental data than does the value oftxy
50.012 eV, which also comes out of the tight-binding fit
the band structure. Consequently, it appears as if a la
value of the interladder hopping is not a requirement for
accurate description of the charge excitations
a8-NaV2O5.

To summarize, one can say that while the small interl
der hopping gives a rationale for the quasi-one-dimensio
character of the dynamics of the V 3d electrons; the fact tha
all three intersite Coulomb interactions (Va , Vb , andVxy)
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are of similar size is consistent with the two-dimension
nature of the charge ordering occurring at low temperatu
in this system.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have presented a joint experimental
theoretical investigation of the optical properties and coll
tive excitations of a8-NaV2O5. From measurements b
means of high-resolution EELS in transmission, we have
rived sxx andsyy in the optical limit and have also presente
the momentum dependence of the loss function with mom
tum transfers parallel to the crystallographica and b direc-
tions. The densities of states and optical conductivities w
calculated within an LSDA1U framework, with the spin
order at the V sites either described in terms of an antife
magnetic or spin-wave-like arrangement, whereas
momentum-dependent loss functions were simulated usin
quarter-filledt-J-V model based upon a cluster of 16 van
dium sites.

For q parallel to both thea and b directions, the low
energy features of the spectra are essentially dispersionle
which is in keeping with the small bandwidth of the unocc
pied states directly above the chemical potential predicte
the LSDA1U calculations. The comparison between the e
perimentals ’s ~measured in the optical limit! and those de-
rived from the LSDA1U calculations yielded a good agree
ment upon adoption of an on-site Coulomb interactionU
52 –3 eV and an antiferromagnetic ordering of the spins
the V sites in the ladders. However, the LDA-based calcu
tions were not able to reproduce the width of the experim
tally observed structures.

Based upon the LSDA1U results, the differences be
tween sxx and syy could be analyzed in detail and eac
feature could be characterized according to the nature of
initial and final states involved in the underlying optical tra
sitions. For example, it could be shown that the optical c
ductivity between 0.5 and 1.7 eV is dominated by transitio
from the highest occupied band~bonding combination of V
3dxy states! into the lowest unoccupied band~antibonding V
3dxy-OR 2py states!. While for sxx such an excitation occur
on a single rung, insyy the same transition can be consi
ered as a hopping process to one of the adjacent rungs.
higher lying features in the optical conductivity~above 3 eV!
are shown to be related to transitions originating in the Op
valence band manifold.

Taking the transfer integrals andU value from our
LSDA1U data ~the accuracy of which is checked by th
comparison with the experimentals ’s!, the t-J-V cluster
model was successful in describing theq dependence of the
intensity and, in particular the observed width of the lowe
energy feature at highq for qia. As the highq data probe
shorter wavelengths, it is clear that the cluster extension
the a direction is sufficient to describe these localized ex
tations. The situation is different for the data withqib. Here
the cluster calculation manages to reproduce theq depen-
dence of the intensity well, but still fails to correctly accou
for the width of the experimentally observed feature at h
3-11
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q, thus signalling the impact of finite-size effects, even in
16 site cluster.

The analysis of the momentum dependence of the
function allows a more precise determination of the values
the model parameters. The best agreement is achieved
transfer integrals which mirror those derived from the ba
stucture calculation. In particular, the interladder hoppi
txy is found to be 0.012 eV, thus confirming the qua
one-dimensional nature of the electronic system
a8-NaV2O5. Finally, the intersite Coulomb interactionsVa ,
Vb , and Vxy are found to be of similar magnitude. The
s

e

t
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interactions then drive the electronic system close to a qu
tum critical point between a unordered state at room te
perature and a zigzag ordered state49 observed at low tem-
peratures.
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